
shower

1. Adjective

2. Noun - Plural

3. Verb - Base Form
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shower

Toward the end of her pregnancy, Ginny was feeling like a(an) [ Adjective ]. Finally, on month [number],

she felt a sudden, painful contraction in her [body part]. Of course, the first thing she did was go to the [location

] and [present tense verb] to keep her mind off of the discomfort. When the contractions became more frequent,

Josh suggested that she [present tense verb], until she knew for sure if she was in labor. She was sure it was time

to go to the [ Noun - Plural ] and give birth to her [adjective] babies. Before leaving she called the [

profession] and said she would be leaving right after she [past tense verb]. Within [number] minutes of hanging

up the phone, she was to the point where she could not even [present tense verb] during a contraction. When

Josh walked into the [room] and saw her on her hands and knees [verb Verb - Base Form in 'ing'], he said "

We are going NOW!" and quickly packed up the [type of transportation] and got everything ready. Ginny and

Josh rushed to the [place], where they were met by the [same profession]. Meanwhile, Ginny's family and

friends arrived by [type of transportation] and gathered in the waiting room. Ginny hadn't been sure whether she

would use a painkiller, but as soon as she felt the pain in her [body part], she asked for [medicine]. Josh tried to

help by counting as Ginny [past tense verb]. This went on for [number] hours. The family kept busy in the

waiting room by playing [game] and eating takeout [food]. Finally, with a scream of [emotion], Ginny gave birth

to a beautiful baby girl and a handsome baby boy. They were so perfect, with [adjective] [body parts], and [

number] fingers and toes. Ginny and Josh named them [unusual girl's name x's 2] Smith and [unusual boy's

name x's 2] Smith. All the people in the waiting room agreed that they had Ginny's [body part] and Josh's [body

part]. Ginny sang [song title] as she rocked the babies, and they all fell asleep dreaming about their new life

together
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